
The Long Road 

1. We are in Kansas now 

It all happened very sudden like. One moment we were arguing and getting ready for a 

promising little fisticuff, the next we were lying on the grass on this idyllic looking hillside. 

'What gives Brahmachelo?' 

'What?' 

'I mean what the hell is going on?' 

'Well why didn't you just ask it like a normal person would you dufus?' Arona wasn't in a mood to 
play around. Neither were any of us, we were in that moment of flux after the initial scrambling 
disassociation that overcomes you when you are confronted with utter surprise. We’d gone stiff; 
we’d taken in our surroundings and stood there pretty much shells-hocked until Imaab broke the 

silence. 

'Cunt' said Imaab, in response. 

I took another look around. As I did I slowly raised my hand to my mouth and bit the back of my 
fist. Yup, that nipped. So this was not a dream. Then again who really knows if this 'you can't 
feel pain in dreams' bunkum is really true? I've felt pain in dreams man, real pain; emotional 

pain. 

'One of you should maybe take a piss' 

I was greeted with all round silence. The wind made hollow noises in the air. I heard the rustling 

of leaves. It was strangely pleasant. 

'You know, cause in dreams you always wake up when you’re about to piss yourself.' 

'Why don't you go ahead then?' said Aruno. He sounded angry, a bit petulant. 

'I don't feel like it' I said. I really didn't. I'd just gone a little while ago before everything got crazy 

and now my bladder was as dry as a long dead cow in a desert. 

So as I already told you, one moment we were happily playing pool at The Happy Banana and 
making fun of a particularly incompetent shot of Jerru's and the next moment, poof! This; we 
were on some sort of bulge in the land. We appeared to have been dumped right next to a 
massive tree, on a patch of bright green grass. I suppose the tree must have been an oak 
(aren't all indescribable trees oaks?); it cast mottled shadows on the hillside around us. As far 
as bulges go, this one was pretty big. We had a good view of the landscape, which was pretty 
flat. There was what appeared to be thick jungle at the bottom of our hill that stretched for a few 
kilometers before suddenly stopping. And beyond that, fields. 

'Look, there are fields' said Himaw, always the observant one.  



"Yeeeeaahh... keep a look out for flying houses' said Jerru. We looked at him patiently, waiting 

for him to explain himself.  

'You know, Dorothy? The tornado? Kansas?' 

'Kansas?'  

'Yeah, I think we're in Kansas'. 

This judgment was greeted with all round bemusement, which was surprising really, because 
usually it would have been greeted by a collective groan. My first instinct was to laugh. Poor 
Jerru, his normally sharp wit must have been cowed by the shock. His African brain was pitted 
with pinpricks of trauma. But then I stopped myself. If we weren't where we were before, then 
where were we? I mean, we were somewhere, which was obvious. But where exactly, we didn't 

have a clue.  

The landscape didn't have the slightest resemblance to Sri Lanka. Those fields stretched on 
for miles. They were some sort of wavy yellow color. The Indian Ocean should have been 

lapping lazily at their halfway point if we were anywhere near home. Plus it was dark on the 
South Coast a moment ago and it looked like it was late afternoon here, wherever here was. 
And those fields, there was something weird and yet strangely familiar about those fields. 

'Hay' said Lasanda 

'Don't you mean 'hey'?' said Himaw, also a pedant. 

'No I meant that those are hay fields, like the ones in the Shawshank Redemption' 

'Shawshank Redemption was a movie about a prison you dumbass!’ 

'Yeah, but Morgan Freeman goes in search of a hay field in that right? You know when that 

other guy escapes and leaves him...' 

'Yeah ok we get it' Jerru cut him off 

Hay huh? Hmmm, I thought. Though not a very profound or even particularly insightful thought, I 
will grant you. Imaab ambled over from where he'd been intensely observing a portion of the 

trunk of the oak tree. 'Ok, so are we in Kansas now?' 

'Well' I slowly ventured. 'I'm not too sure about that jungle but I guess it is as good a place as 
any to be in. Have you all pinched yourselves yet?' 

We all proceeded to pinch ourselves again. And just to make certain we pinched each other. 

Yeah, definite pain there. There was a moment of silence. 

'Fuuuuuuck' said Himaw. He bit his lip. 'Okay come on guys, this is a joke right?' 

We all looked at each other. To a man, our mouths stood slightly agape, eyes wide. We 
shrugged. We seemed to be taking this very calmly. As if materializing in a location thousands 



of miles away was something you'd for fun for a kick after your lunch break at work. But it wasn't 
and we knew it. And inside every one of us there was gnawing sense of panic that seemed to 
slowly advance bit by bit. What the hell was going on? 

*** 

Arona was the first to lose it. He seized Imaab around the neck and held him down while yelling 
‘FUN? You think this is fun? I’ll show you fun. I’m not spending one more minute in this forsaken 

hell-hole you hear me? I’ll kill you if you tell me again that you think this is fun. Hell I’ll even kill 
myself.’ He was squeezing harder and harder, the fair complexion of Imaab’s face began to turn 
a darker shade of brown. Weird, but I found myself thinking at that moment that a tan really 

suited him. 

Himaw had latched on to Arona’s shoulder, and was trying to pull him away. Lasanda was 
standing behind him, as if unsure what to do. I exchanged a look with Jerru as Imaab fell to his 
knees, his face now a disturbing shade of blue. He was trying to say something but the words 
wouldn’t come. Or maybe he was trying to gasp for breath. Arona seemed oblivious to it all. 
Indeed, he seemed to have entirely forgotten that he had someone in a death grip. His eyes had 

a faraway look in them. There was incoherent mumbling coming from his lips. He was panting.  

We moved. I grabbed the arm gripping Imaab while Jerru pushed Arona away from him; or tried 
to. It took us a gargantuan amount of effort to finally get him to release his grip. We yelled and 
we screamed and we shouted. And all the while he had that faraway look on his face, It was 
creepy I tell you. But eventually he seemed to come back. As if his mind had switched on again, 
his eyes seemed to take in his surroundings. He let go of Imaab. And the force of our pushing 
sent him sprawling back into the grass. Imaab collapsed on the ground. Great big heaving 

gasps of breath rent his lean frame. 

I sat down to catch my breath. We were all on the ground by then. Man, that guy sure had 
freaky strength.  I lay back and looked at the sky. It was brilliant blue with a few fluffy clouds 
strewn sporadically. Typical Kansas sky, I thought*. Maybe Jerru’s theory was closer to home 
than was immediately obvious. But it was unusually bright, even though I couldn’t see the sun. 

And the air smelled slightly, what was the word? Scorched? Yeah, the air smelled slightly 
scorched. As if there was something big burning far away, its scent carried by the wind. 

The odor of the grass was heady. I breathed it in. This really wasn’t all that bad when you forgot 
the whole psychotic aspect of it. We just lay there for a while, thinking nothing in particular. 
Maybe we all thought that waiting it out would be the answer. As if we had all received a 
collective knock on the head and by a weird twist of telekinesis all ended up in the same coma, 
and would all wake up in a minute. 

The grass smelled sweet, there was a tangy flavor to it that reminded you of lazy days spent 
lying in the garden in your childhood. Little by little, the shock of the past couple of hours ebbed 

away, and as the sky slowly began to turn a shade of orange, I closed my eyes. 

And woke up to screams. 

 *I had, of course, never actually been to Kansas. But I’ve read the ‘Wizard of Oz’ and watched 

the cartoon. 


